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Cryptography is the use of codes and ciphers to keep information 
secret. There are records showing cryptography has been used for 

thousands of years. 

In modern times, the ability to send encrypted messages has been of 
vital importance during war efforts. For example, the enigma code 

used at Bletchley Park to intercept German messages. 

To be a good at code breaking, you have to have the following skills: 
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ALAN TURING  

Alan Turing was Mathematician and Computer Scientist (among 
other things).  He created a machine that could help decipher 
messages sent by the German encryption machine called ‘the 
Enigma’. 

Out of the 158,962,555,217,826,360,000 different ways the Enigma 
could be set up to encrypt messages, the Bombe (Turing’s invention) 
could reduce these possibilities by working out how the Enigma was 
set up for each message received. British Intelligence could therefore 
decipher the messages much faster, understanding the enemy’s next 
move and help win the war! 

 

Setting the scene 

The world was at war, Britain were fighting the Nazis. German 
soldiers / government were sending messages to each other in order to 
communicate strategies. British Intelligence were managing to 
intercept these messages – but they were encrypted. The code 
changed at midnight every day, so every day, the code breakers had to 
start from scratch… 
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…But if there was a way to decrypt / 
decipher the messages, then Britain could 
get vital information about their enemy! 
 

Bletchley Park was an office set up by 
‘British Intelligence’ to try to crack the 
code so that these messages could be 
understood. This is where Alan Turing’s 
story begins! 
 
Alan Turing played a vital role in 
deciphering the messages encrypted by the 
German Enigma machine, which provided 
vital intelligence for the Allies. 
 

He took the lead in a team that designed a machine known as the 
‘bombe’ that successfully decoded German messages. 

 

The Enigma Machine 

This is the machine that the Germans invented to write their encrypted 
messages. 

The machine was electric and each time a key was pressed it would 
turn a series of rotors. These rotors alter the letter pressed so that 
messages would be scrambled. 

The different rotors meant that the encryption machine could be set up 
one of 158,962,555,217,826,360,000 different ways 

So each day, the ‘Enigma’ would be set up slightly differently making 
it hard for anyone to decrypt, unless they had the key (if, in other 
words, they knew how it had been set up that day). 
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The Bombe Machine 

Turing invented this machine – the Bombe. 

Messages could be fed into it 
and the machine could help ‘pin 
point’ the way that the Enigma 
was set up when writing that 
particular message. 

With this information, British 
Intelligence could get to work 
trying to decrypt the messages 
allowing the British to learn 
many German secrets. 

Many of which were instrumental in the War being won! 

 

The ending 

Sadly, Alan Turing’s life did not end in the way that you would 
expect. Instead of being rewarded for his immense service to the 
British and, ultimately, the world, saving millions of lives by helping 
to end the way, he was prosecuted for being a homosexual man. 

Tasks: Research what happened to Alan Turing after the war and the 
events that led up to his passing. 

Was Alan Turing the first person to break the Enigma Code? 

Watch the film ‘The Imitation Game’ and write a summary of the 
events – the film is rated a 12 so make sure to get parental permission. 

Extension: Alan Turing received a posthumous royal pardon in 2013 
over a conviction in 1952 for gross indecency, which ultimately led to 
his suicide. Many people felt that instead of the Queen pardoning 
Alan Turing, we should have asked him for forgiveness for how badly 
he was treated despite his achievements. What do you think this 
means?  
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TRANSPOSITION 
CODES 

In Transposition ciphers, the letters of the message are simply 
rearranged, effectively generating an anagram. 

For example, can you decipher this hidden message? 

TWOTOON KARP SHOLOCS TREECS EVICERS 

In order for a transposition code to be effective, the arrangement of 
letters needs to follow a straight forward system, one that has been 
previously agreed by the sender and receiver, but kept secret from the 
enemy. 

The rail fence cipher involves writing the message such that alternate 
letters are written on separate upper and lower lines. The sequence of 
letters on the upper line is then followed by the sequence on the lower 
line, to create the final encrypted message. 

For example, 

ALAN TURING SAVES THE WORLD 

Becomes 

A A T R N S V S H W R D 

L N U I G A E T E O L 

And finally,  

AATRNSVSHWRDLNUIGAETEOL 

Tasks: 

 Decipher: WADDEOATEGTNCBLHTIZRSYOIH?IEET 
 Decipher: DLTAOAHCNYEKTOTSPNR 
 Research the Latin Square Cipher 
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PIGPEN CIPHER 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To encode a 
message to Pigpen, find the letter you wish to encrypt and draw the 
lines that you see around it. For example: 

         

To decode, you simply locate the shape you are looking at on the 
diagram to find the letter. Whether there is a dot in the shape will 
guide you to which grid you should be looking at. 
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Can you crack what the code is saying by replacing the symbols with 
the letters? 
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THE CAESAR SHIFT 

This cipher was invented by Julius Caesar to keep his messages 
secret. It works by hiding or “encrypting” a message by moving each 
letter a certain number of places to the left in the alphabet. A wheel is 
often used to make this process easier to read. 

 

For example, this is a Caesar shift 3, as each letter of the alphabet has 
been shifted 3: 

  

WOOTTON – PARK 
would actually be written as 

ZRRWWRQ – SDUN 

 
 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

D E F G H I J K L M N O P 

  

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C 
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• Each letter maps to a 
new letter 

 

 

• The letters stay in order 
– the key is just a rotation (a 
shift) of the inner wheel 

 

 

 

 

• For example, if we rotate the inner wheel two spaces, A then 
becomes C and so on… 

 

 

• If we were to write 
Hello. This would 
now be written as 
Jgnnm as H is now J, 
G is now E, L is N 
and O is M. 
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Make your own Cipher 

Directions for Assembly  
1. Cut around the outer edge of each circle.    
2. Place the smaller circle on top of the larger circle.  
3. Poke a fastener through the middle of the circles.  
4. Spread the ends of the fastener on the back side. 

5. Now write some words using your cipher and see if anyone in 
your family can crack what you are saying 
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HOMEMADE 
CIPHERS 

SCYTALE 

Believed to be an ancient Roman transposition cipher, 
a Scytale involves transposing the letters in a message by writing it 
on a long piece of paper wrapped around a cylinder. With the paper 
wrapped you would write your message across the cylinder across the 
paper. When unwrapped the paper has random letters on it and the 
recipient can only read the code if they wrap the paper around the 
same size cylinder used to create the original code. 

 

Create your own Scytale using this step-by-step guide: 

http://www.classic-play.com/spies-like-us-secret-codes-pt-2/ 

BOOK CIPHER 

The premise of a book cipher has you creating a code by providing a 
page number, line number and word from a specific book for each 
word in your secret message. It can’t just be any book but rather it has 
to be the same book printing to ensure the page, line and word 
position match. Most times a common book such as the Bible or a 
dictionary were used, as it wasn’t unusual to find these books in a 
home. Try creating your own book Cipher using your favourite book. 
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CARDAN GRILLE 

This code needs a code-cracking tool, a template which is used by the 
sender and the receiver. Only the person holding this template can 
crack the code. The creator writes their code first in the blocks (with 
the template on) and then creates sentences around these words with 
the template off. The sheet of paper just looks like a regular note until 
the receiver places the template over top. This code can be used with 
whole words or individual letters to spell out the message. 

 

 

 

 

 

Have a go at creating your own template and sending hidden 
messages using the Cardan Grille code. 
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MORSE CODE 

Morse code was invented by Samuel F.B. Morse in the 1830’s. The 
code he developed went through many transformations before it 
became the code we know today. To begin with, it would only 

transmit numbers. This was quite a challenge for deciphering though 
as the receiver would have to use a dictionary to translate the numbers 

into words. Soon the code expanded to include letters and 
punctuation. 

 

The first thing you need to do to be good at Morse code is get used to 
what each dash and dot means in the alphabet. If you want more 

experience being a real Morse code breaker, listen to the MP3’s found 
here: http://www.learnmorsecode.com/ 

 

Using the Morse code on the next page to help you, try working out 
who the following teachers are: 

-- .-. / .-. --- -... .. -. ... --- -. 
 

-- .-. ... / .--. .- --. .  

-- .-. ... / ... - . . .-. .  
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SUBSTITUTION 
CIPHER 

All codes so far are examples of a substitution cipher, where each 
letter of the alphabet is substituted for a different letter or symbol. 
With the Caesar shift cipher, these substitutions were not random, and 
there were only 26 possible combinations. Meaning if our encrypted 
message fell into the wrong hands, it could be easily deciphered. 

One way we could make a cipher harder to crack is to substitute a 
completely random letter for each letter of the alphabet. This will give 
400,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 possible permutations. 

For example, 

Plain 
Text 

a b c d e f g h i j k l m 

Cipher 
Text 

E O I H J K A F X W Q M T 

Plain 
Text 

n o p q r s t u v w x y z 

Cipher 
Text 

G L S V R D P C Y B N U Z 

 

So the message ‘Mr Tipler is a Master Cryptographer’ would be 
encrypted into  

TR PXSMJR XD E TEDPJR IRUSPLARESFJR 

Unless you have the Cipher Text alphabet this message would be very 
difficult to translate, but not impossible. 

Mathematicians and Cryptographers developed a method to decode a 
substitution cipher like this one, it is called Frequency Analysis. Some 
letters are used more than others in English, the letter ‘e’ is the letter 
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that is used most frequently. It has been 17 used times in this 
paragraph, while the next most frequently used letter ‘t’ has been used 
13 times. 

The letters J, V, W, X and Z were not used at all in that paragraph. 

Below is a list of average frequencies for letters used in the English 
language. Mathematicians and Cryptographers use this idea to 
compare the frequency of each letter in their Cipher text to work out 
what letter it has been substituted for.  

 

 

For example, 

EL. OBM ELC. MFLCQUW, HX BFEAUL XHFL, JLDZUK MLDZU, NULU JLHFM KH COW 
KGOK KGUW NULU JULXURKQW BHLEOQ, KGOBV WHF ZULW EFRG. KGUW NULU 
KGU QOCK JUHJQU WHF'M UPJURK KH AU DBZHQZUM DB OBWKGDBI CKLOBIU HL 
EWCKULDHFC, AUROFCU KGUW SFCK MDMB'K GHQM NDKG CFRG BHBCUBCU. EL. 
MFLCQUW NOC KGU MDLURKHL HX O XDLE ROQQUM ILFBBDBIC, NGDRG EOMU 
MLDQQC. GU NOC O ADI, AUUXW EOB NDKG GOLMQW OBW BURV, OQKGHFIG GU 
MDM GOZU O ZULW QOLIU EFCKORGU. ELC. MFLCQUW NOC KGDB OBM AQHBMU 
OBM GOM BUOLQW KNDRU KGU FCFOQ OEHFBK HX BURV, NGDRG ROEU DB ZULW 
FCUXFQ OC CGU CJUBK CH EFRG HX GUL KDEU RLOBDBI HZUL IOLMUB XUBRUC, 
CJWDBI HB KGU BUDIGAHLC. KGU MFLCQUWC GOM O CEOQQ CHB ROQQUM 
MFMQUW OBM DB KGUDL HJDBDHB KGULU NOC BH XDBUL AHW OBWNGULU. 

If we do some frequency analysis on this text: 

 

We can see that U is the most common letter used here, so U in the 
cipher alphabet is most likely ‘e’ in the plain text. The most 
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commonly used double letters in English are ‘ll’. In the Cipher text, 
the most common double letters are ‘QQ’ so ‘Q’ is most likely ‘l’.  

Another tip is to try and locate vowels. Vowels are ‘sociable’, because 
they are found next to every other letter of the alphabet. Consonants 
on the other hand are rather snobbish; the letter B is rarely found next 
to C, D, F, H etc. So one way to spot vowels is to see how many times 
each ciphertext letter appears next to every other letter. U, is next to 
21 different letters. D is next to 17 different letters, L, O and H are 
next to 15 different letters each. Therefore these may be our vowels. 

You may have to use a bit of trial and improvement and logic. But 
putting together everything so far: 

Plain 
Text 

e a i o t l r 

Cipher 
Text 

U O D H K Q L 

 

EL. OBM ELC. MFLCQUW, HX BFEAUL XHFL, JLDZUK MLDZU, NULU JLHFM KH COW 
KGOK KGUW NULU JULXURKQW BHLEOQ, KGOBV WHF ZULW EFRG. KGUW NULU 
KGU QOCK JUHJQU WHF'M UPJURK KH AU DBZHQZUM DB OBWKGDBI CKLOBIU HL 
EWCKULDHFC, AUROFCU KGUW SFCK MDMB'K GHQM NDKG CFRG BHBCUBCU. EL. 
MFLCQUW NOC KGU MDLURKHL HX O XDLE ROQQUM ILFBBDBIC, NGDRG EOMU 
MLDQQC. GU NOC O ADI, AUUXW EOB NDKG GOLMQW OBW BURV, OQKGHFIG GU 
MDM GOZU O ZULW QOLIU EFCKORGU. ELC. MFLCQUW NOC KGDB OBM AQHBMU 
OBM GOM BUOLQW KNDRU KGU FCFOQ OEHFBK HX BURV, NGDRG ROEU DB ZULW 
FCUXFQ OC CGU CJUBK CH EFRG HX GUL KDEU RLOBDBI HZUL IOLMUB XUBRUC, 
CJWDBI HB KGU BUDIGAHLC. KGU MFLCQUWC GOM O CEOQQ CHB ROQQUM 
MFMQUW OBM DB KGUDL HJDBDHB KGULU NOC BH XDBUL AHW OBWNGULU. 

*R A** *R* **R*LE* O* ****ER *O*R *RI*ET *RI*E *ERE *RO** TO *A* T*AT T*E* *ERE 
*ER*E*TL* *OR*AL T*A** *O* *ER* **** T*E* *ERE T*E LA*T *EO*LE *O** E**E*T TO 
*E I**OL*E* I* A**T*I** *TRA**E OR ***TERIO** *E*A**E T*E* ***T *I**T *OL* *IT* 
**** *O**E**E *R **R*LE* *A* T*E *IRE*TOR O* A *IR* *ALLE* *R***I*** **I** *A*E 
*RILL* *E *A* A *I* *EE** *A* *IT* *AR*L* A** *E** ALT*O*** *E *I* *A*E A *ER* 
LAR*E ***TA**E *R* **R*LE* *A* T*I* A** *LO**E A** *A* *EARL* T*I*E T*E ***AL 
A*O**T O* *E** **I** *A*E I* *ER* **E**L A* **E **E*T *O **** O* *ER TI*E *RA*I** 
O*ER *AR*E* *E**E* ***I** O* T*E *EI***OR* T*E **R*LE** *A* A **ALL *O* *ALLE* 
***LE* A** I* T*EIR O*I*IO* T*ERE *A* *O *I*ER *O* A****ERE 
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It’s also important to look for common 1, 2, and 3 letter words such as 
‘of’, ‘is’, ‘it’, and ‘and’. For example, the word ‘OBM’ occurs a few 
times, we know this begins with an ‘a’ so it is likely to be the word 
‘and’. 

Punctuation also gives us a big clue, the full stop after the first two 
letters tell us it is probably initials, or ‘mr. and mrs.’.  

Substituting B = n, M = d, E = m and C = s gives: 

MR AND MRS D*RSLE* O* N*M*ER *O*R *RI*ET DRI*E *ERE *RO*D TO SA* T*AT T*E* 
*ERE *ER*E*TL* NORMAL T*AN* *O* *ER* M*** T*E* *ERE T*E LAST *EO*LE *O*D 
E**E*T TO *E IN*OL*ED IN AN*T*IN* STRAN*E OR M*STERIO*S *E*A*SE T*E* **ST 
DIDNT *OLD *IT* S*** NONSENSE MR D*RSLE* *AS T*E DIRE*TOR O* A *IRM *ALLED 
*R*NNIN*S **I** MADE DRILLS *E *AS A *I* *EE** MAN *IT* *ARDL* AN* NE** 
ALT*O*** *E DID *A*E A *ER* LAR*E M*STA**E MRS D*RSLE* *AS T*IN AND *LONDE 
AND *AD NEARL* T*I*E T*E *S*AL AMO*NT O* NE** **I** *AME IN *ER* *SE**L AS 
S*E S*ENT SO M*** O* *ER TIME *RANIN* O*ER *ARDEN *EN*ES S**IN* ON T*E 
NEI***ORS T*E D*RSLE*S *AD A SMALL SON *ALLED D*DLE* AND IN T*EIR O*INION 
T*ERE *AS NO *INER *O* AN***ERE 

Words are starting to appear and are making sense. You might even 
start recognising the text. 

Task:  

1. Finish decoding this text. 
 
 

2. Write your own substitution alphabet and encrypt your own 
message. 
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3. Use the tips and hints to decipher the text below. You may find 
the following website useful: 
https://www.simonsingh.net/The_Black_Chamber/substitutioncrackingtool.html 

 

VD FGDUT VPT SZFDGVOHCT DI QTCKGT CSFPTGQ, PTGT SQ VPT 
VGOBSC QVDGY DI ZOGY JKTTH DI QCDVQ, WPD WOQ IDDNSQP 
THDKBP VD KQT O WTOM CSFPTG SH VPT 16VP CTHVKGY, NDHB 
OIVTG CDLTAGTOMTGQ POL ZOQVTGTL IGTJKTHCY OHONYQSQ. 
 
VD CKV O NDHB QVDGY QPDGV, ZOGY WOHVTL VD OQQOQQSHOVT 
JKTTH TNSROATVP S, OHL ATBOH TECPOHBSHB ZTQQOBTQ WSVP 
PTG CD-CDHQFSGOVDGQ, SH FOGVSCKNOG OHVPDHY AOASHBVDH. 
VPSQ WOQ LKAATL VPT AOASHBVDH FNDV. VPTSG ZTQQOBTQ 
WTGT QD VGTOCPTGDKQ VPOV VPTY WTGT THCSFPTGTL, QD VPOV 
VPTY CDKNL HDV AT GTOL SI VPTY ITNN SHVD VPT WGDHB POHLQ. 
 
VPT CSFPTG ZOGY KQTL POL O CSFPTG ONFPOATV, WSVP 
QKAQVSVKVSDHQ IDG TOCP NTVVTG IGDZ O VD R. VPT CSFPTG 
ONQD CDHVOSHQ QDZT CDLT QYZADNQ IDG VPT ZDQV CDZZDH 
WDGLQ, OHL QDZT ZDGT QDFPSQVSCOVTL QYZADNQ. VPSQ 
ZSEVKGT DI CDLTQ OHL CSFPTGQ SQ MHDWH OQ O 
HDZTHCNOVDG. 
 
ZOGY'Q ZTQQOBTQ WTGT COFVKGTL AY TNSROATVP'Q QFSTQ 
OHL VPTY WTGT CGOCMTL AY PTG CPSTI CDLTAGTOMTG. ZOGY 
WOQ SZZTLSOVTNY OGGTQVTL, FKV DH VGSON OHL VPT 
LTCSFPTGTL ZTQQOBTQ WTGT KQTL OQ TUSLTHCT DI PTG 
VGTOCPTGY. QPT WOQ IDKHL BKSNVY OHL WOQ TETCKVTL SH 
1587 ... ONN ATCOKQT PTG CSFPTG WOQ CGOCMTL. 
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THE VIGENERE 

The substitution cipher you have just looked at is called a mono-
alphabetic substitution because the plain text alphabet is substituted 
for one cipher text alphabet. This can be made even harder to decipher 
by using more than one alphabet. The Vigenere Cipher is a 
complicated method of encrypting alphabetic text. It uses a simple 
form of polyalphabetic substitution. (A polyalphabetic cipher is any 
cipher based on substitution, using multiple substitution alphabets- 
Think of it like a giant crossword with numbers and substitution!!). 
 
The encryption of the original text is done using the Vigenère square 
or Vigenère table as seen below. 
 The table consists of the alphabet written out 26 times in different 

rows 
 Each alphabet is shifted to the left each time it moves down the 

rows. 
 The cipher then follows a different row for each letter. 
 The alphabet used at each point depends on a repeating keyword. 
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Example: 

Our message is ‘ATTACK AT DAWN’. But it arrives to us as 
‘LXFOPVEFRNHR’ which makes no sense! We also received a key 
that says ‘LEMON’ and a keystream that says ‘LEMONLEMONLE’. 
I don’t know about you, but this has caused my brain to hurt! 

 

Word- ATTACK AT DAWN 

Key- LEMON 

Keystream- LEMONLEMONLE 

Cipher message- LXFOPVEFRNHR 

 

The encrypted messages contains the hidden message we need to 
unravel. The key tells us which letter to use per word from the left-
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hand side, whilst the keystream symbolises how long the sentence is. 
My brain is definitely still hurting. 

 

Let us break it down… The first letter of our 
key is L. So using the grid I am going to 
find the letter L on the left hand side. If I 
then refer back to my cipher message, the 
first letter is also L. This means wherever L 
is on the middle section of my grid, the 
letter at the top of this this matches to my 
first letter. We now know our sentence 
begins with A. 

 

Our second letter in 
the key is E. 
Following the same 
process as above, I’m 
going to find E on the 
left-hand side. This 

then matches with the second letter on my cipher message which is X. 
As you can see in the photo, the letter at the top of this X is T. This 
means our second letter in our hidden message is T. We have AT. 

 

Our third letter in the key is M. 
Again following the same process 
as above, I’m going to find M on 
the left hand side. This then 
matches with the third letter on 
my cipher message which is F. As 
you can see in the photo, the letter 
at the top of the F is also T. We 
have ATT. 
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I hope you are keeping up! 

Keep following this pattern until you get to the end of the key. You 
should now have that LXFOP makes the word ATTAC. However, as 
you can see, we still have VEFRNHR left in our cipher message. So 
what do we do now? 

As we have now finished the key, we need to look at the keystream. 
This has a repeating pattern of 
LEMON and tells us that we need to 
go back to using the L on the left 
hand side to crack the V which is our 
next letter in the cipher.  

 

The V matches with letter K at the 
top meaning we now have 
ATTACK. 

 

Keep following this process again until you have replaced every letter 
on your cipher with a new letter. You are left with the sentence 
ATTACK AT DAWN. 

 

Your turn 

Using the grid on the first Vigenere page, try cracking the following 
sentence: 

 

Cipher message- ALPOCNFLCYLH 

Key- HELLO 

Keystream- HELLOHELLOHE 
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House point challenge 

Can you create your own Vigenere code? 

Cipher message-  

Key-  

Keystream-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extension: Research how to crack the Vigenere code without the key. 

https://www.simonsingh.net/The_Black_Chamber/vigenere_cracking_tool.html 
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THE HOUSE CUP 
THIEF 

At the start of the school year, the robber escaped and ran into one of 
five classrooms at Wootton Park School, taking with them our House 

Cup. 

To remove suspicions, they swapped all of the room numbers around 
meaning none of the teachers are in their correct teaching rooms. 

Your job is to use your mathematical Crime Science skills to deduce 
who is the thief. 

When you arrive on the scene you are provided with a short list of 
clues that learners have collated for you. 

 

There are 5 key suspects that we have narrowed it down to. Each of 
them is a member of staff in a different room. The 5 different rooms 

are all in a row. 

 

Each of these members of staff is in a different room, has their 
favourite drink, an award with them and a random piece of 

equipment. 

You need to deduce from the given clues who has our treasured 
House Cup to find out who the escaped x-mass murderer is. 
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1. Miss McDonnell is in S6. 

2. Mr Cooper has the IQM Award. 

3. Mr Treadgold drinks tea. 

4. S2 is directly to the left of S7. 

5. The suspect in S2 drinks coffee. 

6. The person with a ruler has the Duke of 
Edinburgh Award. 

7. The suspect in S5 has a pen. 

8. The teacher in the middle room drinks milk. 

9. Mr Cowdell is in the first room. 

10. The teacher with the protractor is in the 
room next to the teacher with the Maths 
Challenge Award. 

11. The teacher with the football trophy is next 
to the teacher with the pen. 

12. The teacher with the pencil has a favourite 
drink of orange juice. 

13. Miss Walker has a rubber. 

14. Mr Cowdell is in the room next to S3. 

15. The teacher with the protractor is next to 
the teacher who drinks water. 
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Try to crack the case completely on your own. But if you would like 
some help, below is a table support sheet (Hint- Fill in what you 

already know) 

 

 Miss 
McDonnell 

Mr  
Cooper 

Mr 
Treadgold 

Miss 
Walker 

Mr 
Cowdell 

Room      

Equipment      

Drink      

Award      
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MORE CODE 
BREAKER PRACTICE 

There are many different techniques that we 
can use to create codes. Another example 
could be: 

 

If school= 7777-222-44-666-666-555  

Can you write codes for the following words? 

 

 

Wootton Park 

Mr Rosser 

Maths 

History 

Cipher 
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THE CODE BREAKER 
RELAY CHALLENGE 

Below is stage one of your code breaker relay. When you have 
completed stage one, follow the instructions to receive your stage two 

code. 

 

Stage One. 

 

Can you crack the below code to find the hidden message? 

 

 

 

 

 

  


